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TerraWave’s 24x24x4 Ceiling Tile Enclosure has a flush edge that seamlessly blends with the existing grid layout, creating a 
consistent, aesthetically pleasing finish. With an integrated white bubble and universal T-Bar back plate, this enclosure can 
comfortably fit most indoor access points and provide protection from tampering. The enclosure conveniently slides into 
the ceiling tile grid and can be installed by one individual, making large deployments simple and timely. This enclosure 
meets NEC300-22 and 300-23 standards for plenum/air-handling installation making it ideal for any indoor deployment, 
including healthcare and education facilities. Designed using powder-coated aluminum, this lightweight enclosure reduces 
the stress and bowing of your ceiling tile grid, ensuring safe and reliable installation. Every TerraWave enclosure is covered 

Enclosure Specifications 
 Size: 24” x 24” x  4” dimensions that easily slide into any 2’ x 

2’ or 2’ x 4’ ceiling tile grid 
 Constructed of powder-coated aluminum, making it a 

lightweight solution 
 Includes Universal T-Bar Back Plate to accommodate most 

access points 
 No moving parts significantly reduces failure rates 
 Meets NEC300-22 and 300-23 standards, making it safe for 

plenum/air handling installations 
 Includes key lock for additional security 
 Sleek form factor allows for simple installation—no 

modification of ceiling tile grid required* 
 Designed to allow AP to be serviced without removing 

enclosure from ceiling tile grid 
 Meets common building code requirements by including 

integrated holes for securing enclosure to permanent fixture 
or structure 

24x24x4 Ceiling Tile Enclosure with Flush 
Edge and White Bubble 
CTEN-2x2-11113F-W 

*For installation in a 2’ x 4’ ceiling tile grid, ceiling tile must 
be cut in half. A 2’ section of ceiling tile grid is provided. 

 

System Highlights 
 
 RF friendly bubble enclosure 

eliminates interference 
 Completely conceals and protects 

AP 
 Simple, one-man installation 
 Minimal strain on ceiling grid 
 Universal T-Bar Back Plate 


